
The following slides are examples of my A3 thinking writing abilities. Because this is posted on the
internet and contains private information, I have removed the names of the companies that I was either
working or consulting for and any fully identifiable employees names along with any company logos or
trademarks. I am replacing names and company logos or trademarks with the fictitious name of ACME
Manufacturing Inc. The design of the A3 format is mine and the contents are of my intellectual insight and
creation…

My A3 blank form.



Line Technician training improvement A3.



Product contamination A3.



Return on investment A3 for purchase of a Computerized Maintenance Management System. The layout
and format in this A3 is not mine, but the A3 thinking behind is.



Poke-Yoke mistake proofing A3.



Process improvement A3.



Process improvement A3.



Process improvement A3.



5S A3.



TPM A3.



Strategic dedicated equipment spare parts inventory A3.



Process improvement A3.



Continuous Improvement A3. Again, this is about information density as well a documented plan of action.
It can get a little busy. This my CI plan. A lot of the difficulty in these A3 is just getting started, overcoming
inertia and once you have it established it’s easy to take care of and building other A3 as well.



This is a different style of A3 but keeping with the 4 to 7 panels of current state to future state. This is an
instructional guide that I created to assist other A3 users on how to use the A3 thinking process.

My first A3 was composed in 1999 and was drafted on A3 (279 × 432 mm) size paper manually with
pencil. A lot of A3s have gone electronic now typically using MS Excel. This another such version using
Excel. Using Excel you can use multiple tabs to enter additional information about the A3 such as an
evidence tab with hyperlinks to A3 driven project folders, a countermeasure tab where you explain why an
action is late or pending.
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This is training version of an A3 that I constructed. The participants in the class drag and drop the
description placards in the appropriate panel box in the A3.

Describes how the change or 
improvement is measured

Describes  the ideal 
conditions after the plan is 

executed

Describes  the problem and 
areas impacted

Describes conditions  
preventing the achievement  

of best practices

Describes steps needed to 
current condition to ideal 

conditions



The answers.

Remember, an A3 is essentially a problem solving plan, it’s a communication device, it’s a reporting
medium and project tracker. It should be visited daily and updated daily.
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